YMCA CAMP KERN
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
TEACHER PLANNING GUIDE
ELK LODGE GROUPS ONLY
Dear Teachers Coming to Camp,
Greetings from YMCA Camp Kern! We are very much looking forward to your school’s visit and are
committed to making it a valuable and memorable experience. What follows is information about
camp that will help in your planning. Please, do not hesitate to call or email with any questions or
concerns.
The Contract
When your contract arrives (usually by email), please check it carefully to be sure the dates, estimated numbers and arrival time are correct. If any changes need to be made, please let me know.
Sign, date, and send in your contract (emailed scans, a fax, or traditional mail are all fine). We also
ask that a school represented sign a waiver (page eight of this packet) and return it along with the
contract.
Pre-trip Planning

If you would like to schedule a meeting prior to your visit, please let us know. A Camp Kern staff
member can come out to your school to meet with you as well as your students and parents.
Please contact me as soon as possible to schedule a meeting as available dates and times fill up
quickly. If you would rather not have a meeting, we can easily work out the planning through phone
calls and email. The information in this packet will help you in preparing for camp. Our goal is to
give your students the best experience possible. So please contact me with any questions or concerns.
Thanks,
Dave Moran,
Environmental Education Director
YMCA Camp Kern, 5291 State Route 350, Oregonia, Ohio 45054
dmoran@daytonymca.org
Phone: (513) 932-3756 x1527
Fax: (513) 932-8607

For more information visit our website at www.campkern.org/environmental-education
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General Information
Teacher and Chaperone Responsibilities
Teachers are responsible for all the domestic aspects of the visit (chaperones, cabin assignments,
medications, luggage, etc) as well as student attendance, discipline and special needs. Depending on
the size of the group and the activity selection, teachers or chaperones may chose to lead some activities (see curriculum list for details). This needs to be worked out prior to the school coming to camp.
During activities we ask that a teacher or chaperone accompanies each group. Some activities such as
Living History, Rafting, Native Americans, and Clue take considerable teacher or chaperone involvement. Chaperones and/or teachers are responsible for all overnight responsibilities. Chaperones are
also needed during activity transition time and anytime students are sent back to cabins or bunkrooms. For the safety of your students, we strongly recommend you bring daytime chaperones. Use of
high school students as chaperones is encouraged.
YMCA Camp Kern Staff
Kern staff are available to lead activities. Generally, three staff are available during the day programs,
and two for the evening activities. The typical person working Environmental Education is over 20
years old, has some college education, and an eagerness to work with young people. It is a seasonal
job (three months in the spring and three months in the fall) and pays a nudge better than minimum
wage.
Medical / First Aid
Minor first aid problems are taken care of by the Kern staff or teachers. Arrow Springs Care Center is
located just 6 miles from Kern and is open 24 hours to handle any possible emergency. Parents
should be notified by the school teachers of any necessary care. YMCA Camp Kern does not provide
accident or medical insurance for participants. Kern staff are not allowed to distribute any medication.
Camp Kern does not have a nurse during the school year. A first aid kit and AED are available in Elk
Lodge.
It is the responsibility of the teachers or nurse from the visiting school
to have all the emergency release and medical forms for all of their students. Camp Kern does not supply these forms, please use whatever
forms your school requires.
Billing
The lead teacher will sit down with one of the Kern staff on your final
day at camp to tally up the bill. The bill will then be sent to your school.
Please pay with a single check. See the Fee Sheet in this packet for details.
Scholarships
It is our goal to assist students in financial need, who otherwise could not afford to attend Camp Kern
with their classmates. Requests can be made by phone or in writing to the Environmental Education
Director. Our funds are limited, so please contact us as soon as possible if you need scholarship assistance.
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Preparing for Camp
1. We recommend a meeting with one of the Kern staff. Meetings can be either during the day or in
the evening and include a presentation for parents and students. We recommend allocating 30
minutes for a planning meeting with teachers, followed by a 30 minute presentation for students and
parents.
•

During the meeting you can select the specific activities for camp.

•

Up to THREE Kern staff are available to lead activities every daytime time slot and TWO Kern staff
will be available to work each evening program. Teachers may need to lead activities if your group
is larger than 36 students. We also offer alternative programming that does not require any
school teacher to lead activities.

•

Activity Groups: If at all possible, you should have no more than 16 and no less than 8 students in
each activity group. An alternative to set activity groups is to allow students to choose their activities once they are at camp.

2. Acquire high school chaperones or arrange for parent chaperones. Try to meet with them before
camp.
3. Please have parents who have a child with food allergies or other dietary concerns contact the
Camp Kern Kitchen Director at 513-932-3756 ext. 1516.
4. Assign students and chaperones to bunk rooms (a bunkroom capacity chart is in this packet).
5. Table groups should be assigned before arrival. Each table seats 8 people. Assign two KP’s (Kitchen
Patrol - students to set up the table and clear up the table) per meal from each table.
6. It is extremely helpful for the students to know their cabin groups, activity groups, and their KP
assignments by the time they arrive at camp.
7. Prior to arrival, please email us any cabin or activity lists and rosters you have.
8. Read through this entire packet, sign and return forms, share parent information.
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YMCA Camp Kern Group Fees 2018
Overnight Groups:
The cost per student is based on the size of the group. Please see the chart below. Chaperones
will be charged one-half of the per student fee. No fee will be charged for your school’s staff.
Two Day, One Night

Three Day, Two Nights

Five Day, Four Nights

Number of Students

(4 meals)

(7 meals)

(13 meals)

100 or more

$65

$92

$166

61 to 99

$68

$94

$168

20 to 60

$74

$98

$178

Extended Day Groups (typically 9am - 7pm)
The cost is $46 per student. This includes a full day of programming, camp lunch and dinner, and
an evening program. No charge for teachers.
Day Groups (typically 9am - 2pm)
The cost begins at $20 per student. Participants bring their own lunch. No charge for teachers.
Additional Fees
•

Horse Rides: $15.00 per rider.

•

Raft Trips on the Little Miami River: $10.00 per student and chaperone.

•

Ft. Ancient: no cost for the site visit, $3.00 for a Museum tour (if available).

•

Extra meals for unbilled guests: $6.00 per meal

•

High Adventures – Typically $28 per student for a 3 to 4 hour experience. Please let us know
if you are interested, availability may be limited.

Other Kern activities not on the OE curriculum list are often an additional cost. Please contact us
for details
Scholarships are available, but funds are limited. Please contact camp as soon as possible if aid is
needed. All prices and fees are subject to change.
YMCA Camp Kern
5291 State Route 350 Oregonia, Ohio 45054
513-932-3756 x1527
dmoran@daytonymca.org
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YMCA Camp Kern - Environmental Education Curriculum
Natural History
Deep Woods - An investigation of the fields and forests of Kern. Students journey into our 200year old Beech/Maple forest and its surrounding habitats. Topics can include: forest ecology, plant
succession, prairies, vernal pools, and natural cycles. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Trail of Time – Adventures in geology. Participants descend into a ravine to hunt for (and take
home) Ordovician fossils in this exploration of our ever-changing earth. Topics can include: plate
tectonics, fossilization, formation of sedimentary rock, erosion, glaciations, relationships between
geology and current habitat/land use. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
The Creatures of Kern - A safari style expedition seeking out Kern fauna. Can be selected as a single, all encompassing activity, or as separate activities.
Feathers Beaks and Claws – Birds, their amazing adaptations and lives are explored through a mix
of simulations and observations.
In Cold Blood – Encounter snakes, lizards, spiders and more in our nature center, then venture out
to discover what can be found crawling, creeping or slithering around camp.
Kern Critters – Pond life encountered, captured and examined (then released) by students as they
visit wetlands, pond, vernal pools, and puddles. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Tracks and Traces - What our fellow mammals need to thrive. It starts with a very active simulation
(game) where students play the role of squirrels striving and vying to survive. Then a discovery hike
in search of tracks, scat, and furry glimpses of Kern mammals. This Activity can be led by Teachers
or Chaperones.
River Study - A study of the Little Miami River, its formation, history and, water quality. We will net
a sample of aquatic invertebrates to do a stream quality assessment, conduct several tests of the
water chemistry (dissolved oxygen, phosphate, nitrate, pH, turbidity), and also do a variety of related simulation activities. Can be done from the shore at camp or included as part of a River Rafting trip. The extra fee for the raft trip is $10 per person. Please speak to the Kern staff about
availability and how to schedule.
Science (STEM related activities)
Our goal is to provide students with impactful, hands-on experiences that relate to science, technology, engineering, and math. We take advantages of the resources unique to camp and not easily
replicated in the classroom. These can be done as a whole group rotation activity called The Genius
Challenge, or as a small group activity. Speak with the Kern staff for details. Below are examples of
some of the challenges.
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•

Measure the Flagpole – Students are given a box filled with the disassembled remains of seemingly random objects (string, straws, protractors, etc) as well as a few cryptic pieces of instruction.
Their mission: to measure the height of the Kern flagpole. \

•

Egg Drop – Students are given an egg and 10 twist-ties, and then are set loose amid the honeysuckle to find materials they need to protect their egg from a fall.

•

The Duck and the Dam – Students construct a dam to protect their rubber duck. The overflow
gates of the wetland are then opened and the students see if their duck survives or is swept
away.

•

Water Rockets – Students experience energy transfer as they construct and launch their modified
two-liter bottles, comparing flight time and altitude.

•

Log Lift – Students are introduced to a very large log. Using a variety of ropes, pulleys, carabineers, and other odds and ends, they are challenged to create a means to lift the log with the
least effort possible.

Social Studies
Whole Group Options (includes the whole school group at the same time):
•

Living History - Journey back in time to the early statehood days of Ohio. Your students, divided
into small family groups, encounter our costumed staff and experience life on the Ohio frontier
first-hand.

•

Native American Day - Students become Native Americans and take part in a series of activities
including an active group simulation of Native American trade with plenty of running and stealth.
This is followed by a meeting with General Anthony Wayne and a reenactment of the Greenville
Treaty of 1795.

•

Fort Ancient Hike - A hike through the scenic Little Miami River Valley and Kern –led interpretive
tours of the Hopewell earthworks. A museum tour is also available. No cost for the site visit,
$3.00 for a Museum tour.

Small Group Options (groups of 10 to 20 students):
•

Old Tavern/ Archaeology - Explore the mysteries of Kern’s 1809 “Cross Keys” Tavern. Students
also can visit our unique “Sun Serpent” site and try their hand at a mock archeological excavation.

This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
•

Stones & Bones - Explore the legends and lifestyles of Ohio’s early settlers at the Bethel Pioneer
Cemetery, located just across the street for the camp entrance. This Activity can be led by Teach-

ers or Chaperones.
•

School Days – Live a day in the life of a student at the Hart One room Schoolhouse. Experience
the late 19th and early 20th century small town school day’s lessons, recess, discipline, and
games.

Team Building and Group Work
Survival - Challenges the students to build a fire, a shelter, and work cooperatively. This Activity can

be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Escape - A group cooperation and obstacle course set in a theme of an enchanted pyramid. This Ac-

tivity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
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Land of the Lost - A map and compass course challenges students to navigate their way through the
brambles and fields of camp.
Climbing Wall - Challenge yourself on one of camp’s climbing towers. Indoor option also available.
Group Games - Teambuilding is strongly emphasized in a variety of fun and challenging ground based
activities.
High Adventures –Ropes Courses, Zip-lines, Giant’s Swing, Mine Shaft and advanced teambuilding
are all offered at Kern by our Leadership Department. There are additional fees (typical $30 per student for a 3 hour experience). Please let us know if you are interested.
Fitness, Fun, and Healthy Living
Field Games - We offer a variety of active games that emphasize teamwork
Canoeing– Students will discover the arts of paddling and cooperation on our 10 acre Elk Lake.
Horseback Rides – A two hour experience that includes a brief riding lesson, horse science and a 45
minute trail ride around camp. The extra fee is $15 per rider. Please speak to the Kern staff about
availability and how to schedule.

River Rafting – (A whole school group activity) Enjoy a raft trip on the Little Miami River paddling the
three-mile stretch of the ‘Fort Ancient Gorge.” Morgan’s Canoe Livery will provide large “whitewater”
rafts. This gives us optimum safety and allows for trips well beyond the typical canoeing season. The
extra fee is $10 per person. Please speak to the Kern staff about availability and how to schedule.
Arts and Crafts These Activities can be led by Teachers or Chaperones
Friendship Bracelets – Using yarn, students make simple woven bracelets
Nature Art – sticks, leaves, yarn and glue come together as students create their own art.
Candle Making – Students make their own candle the old fashion way. While this activity can be led

by Teachers or Chaperones, it is a complicated and demanding undertaking. Check with Kern staff
before selecting.
Ga Ga Pit – a fast action form of dodge ball. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperone
Archery – Beginning with a brief lesson, students learn the basics of safe bow and arrows use, and
then enjoy shooting at our targets.
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Tracking – A camp wide team based pursuit game. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaper-

ones.
Pioneer Cooking – Students work together to make an ice-cream and fried apple treat. While this ac-

tivity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones, it is a complicated and demanding undertaking. Check
with Kern staff before selecting.
River Hike - Hike to the Little Miami River and explore the history, both human and natural, of the
valley. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Discovery Hike – A Kern staff member leads a rambling hike around camp’s 480 acres, focusing on
what most grams the student’s interest.
Fishing – Students are welcome to bring their own gear and enjoy some fishing at our lake and pond.

This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Evening Activities
Campfire - Songs, Skits, and Stories. Enjoy this traditional camp experience.
Dutch Auction - An easily led and fun game where teams of students score points for possessing
odd items and even odder talents. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Creative Dramatics - Teams of students receive the title of a legend (e.g.: How the Beaver Got a Flat
tail.) They explain the legend through a skit they design and perform in front of the rest of the
group. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Pioneer Game – A very active outdoor game with “pioneers” trying to get supplies to their “fort.”

This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Hoedown - Square-dancing Kern-style.

Clue - Communication and problem solving skills are tested in this outdoor version of the board
game. This Activity can be led by Teachers or Chaperones.
Night Hike - Kern staff will lead groups of students on a fascinating exploration of the night world.
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Our Blended Curriculum Option
The goals of this curriculum are to:
•

Take the greatest advantage of Camp Kern’s unique educational resources.

•

Make less teaching demands on visiting schoolteachers.

•

This option is geared toward school groups of between 20 and 100 students.

•

Each activity group should include about 20 students.

•

We recommend that one chaperone go along on each activity.

•

Evening programs and other details of camp life are the same as in our “traditional” curriculum.

The bulk of the program time will be spent in a rotation through four activity sessions:
Field and Forest
Explore a Beech Maple climax growth forest and surrounding habitats. Topics and related activities
can include: Forest Ecology, Plant Succession, Ornithology, Natural Cycles, Pond Study, and Animal
Tracks.
Teambuilding
Students work together to problem solve a range of challenges. Topics and related activities can include: Low initiatives, survival, compass course, and group games.
River Hike

Hike to the Little Miami River and explore the history, both human and natural, of the valley. Students will visit a 200-year-old stone house that once served as a tavern in the small riverside community. Topics and related activities can include: Geology, Fossil Hunting, Archeology, Stream Water
Quality Monitoring, and aquatic biology.
Early Ohio
Visit an early 19th Century log cabin and graveyard. Topics and related activities can include: Pioneer and Native American Lifestyles, Pioneer Tools, Related Crafts, Candle Making.
We will also may have time for one whole group activity. Options include: Living History, Fort Ancient Hike, River Rafting.
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Camp Kern Pre-Visit Questionnaire
Please help us make your stay a camp a great experience by answering the questions below and returning to Dave Moran at dmoran@daytonymca.org
School Name:
What do you most want out of the camp experience for your students?

Please list the activities you would like included in your schedule:

Your favorite campfire songs, skits, stories:

Requests for after meal entertainment (specific games, challenges, songs, etc):

Any Concerns from last year:

Students’ special needs:

Things to emphasize:

Specific Traditions:
Food Waste Report

Yes

No

Strike Board

Yes

No

Hoot Notes

Yes

No

Grace

Singing Grace

Thought only
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Nothing

Other:

YMCA CAMP KERN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RISKS / ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY & RELEASE OF LIABILITY

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY
Although precautions are taken to provide proper organization for your participation in our program, there can be
no guarantee about absolute safety against injury and unforeseeable accident. There are elements of risk in any
adventure, sport, or program involving physical exertion and risk taking, or associated with the outdoors (referred
to herein as “activity”), and the use of any equipment for the activity. We understand that our students, teachers,
and chaperones may be involved in activities including, but not limited to: hiking, canoeing, historical reenactment,
horseback riding, swimming, campfire, problem-solving, teambuilding initiatives, ropes course, games, and/or other
physical activities as well as transportation on buses, hay wagons or other vehicles. We acknowledge that individuals in our group may decline to participate in any activity. Any participation will be voluntary.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RISKS: We recognize the fact there is an inherent danger in any activity which involves
physical exertion or risk taking; that natural hazards do exist; that although the program may be strenuous, injuries or medical complications may occur; that certain foreseeable and unforeseeable events unique to each individual activity can contribute to the unpredictability of the activity; that balance and physical coordination may affect
the occurrence of accidents or falls, and that We should ask about other potential hazards and recommend precautions and procedures.
EXPRESS ASSUMPTION OF RISK AND RESPONSIBILITY: In recognition of the inherent risks of the activity which
my group, will engage in, I confirm that we are physically and mentally capable of participation in the activity and/
or using equipment. We participate willingly and voluntarily and assume full responsibility for personal injury, accidents or illnesses, including death. We also assume responsibility for damage to or loss of personal property as
the result of any accident that may occur.
We assume the risk(s) of personal injury, accidents, and/or illness, including but not limited to, sprains, torn muscles, and/or ligament; fractured or broken bones; eye damage; cuts, wounds scrapes, abrasions, and/or contusions;
dehydration, oxygen shortage (anoxia), exposure and/or altitude sickness; head, neck and/or spinal injuries; animal
or insect bite or attack; injury caused by discharge or any weapon; shock, paralysis and/or death; and acknowledge
that during the activity, if we experience fatigue, chill and/or dizziness, it may diminish my/our reaction time and
increase the risk of an accident.
We CONSENT to the use of photos, video, audio recording, and film of our participation in activities at YMCA
CAMP KERN for marketing, educational, or other purposes.
COVENANT OF GOOD FAITH: We recognize that you, as provider of services, will operate under a covenant of
good faith and fair dealing, but that you may find it necessary to terminate any activity due to forces of nature,
medical necessities or other problems; and/or refuse or terminate the participation of any person you judge to be
incapable of meeting the rigors or requirements of participating in the activity. We accept your right to take such
actions for the safety of myself and/or other participants. We acknowledge that no guarantees have been made
with respect to achieving objectives.
AUTHORIZATION: I hereby authorize any medical treatment deemed necessary in the event of any injury while
participating in the activity. Our group will have appropriate insurance or, in its absence, agree to pay all costs of
rescue and/or medical services as may be incurred on my/our behalf.
RELEASE: In consideration of services or property provided, We (myself and any minor children for which I am parent, legal guardian or otherwise responsible, any heirs, personal representatives or assigns) do hereby release”
YMCA CAMP KERN its principals, directors, officers, agents, employees and volunteers, and each and every land
owner, municipal and/or governmental agency upon whose property and activity is conducted, from all liability and
waive any claim for damage arising from any cause whatsoever (except that which is the result of gross negligence).
School Name:

Dates at Camp Kern ________________

School Representative Signature:

Date:
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YMCA CAMP KERN
ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
PACKING LIST
Our Environmental Education program will run rain or shine (and mud!). Please plan to be
outdoors for 2-3 hours at a time, for multiple classes or trails. Although some parts of
Camp Kern are paved, there are many areas that are muddy, slippery and wet. All part of
the fun!
Clothing:

Equipment:

•

A pair of boots (for outdoors)

•

Light sleeping bag or blankets / sheets.

•

A pair of sneakers (for indoors)

•

Pillow

•

Waterproof jacket or poncho

•

Toothbrush / Toothpaste

•

Warm jacket

•

Soap / Shampoo

•

1-2 pairs of jeans / pants

•

Washcloth / Towel

•

1 pair of shorts

•

Water bottle

•

3-4 changes of underwear

•

Plastic bag for wet items

•

3-4 pairs of socks

Optional Extras:

•

Sweater or hoody

•

Notepad / Pencil

•

3 t-shirts (short or long sleeved)

•

Disposable Camera

•

Pajamas

•

Book / Magazine

•

Bathing suit and flip flops

•

Stuffed Animal

Important Reminders:

•
All items are liable to get muddy, wet, dusty, lost,
torn or otherwise not returned in 100% condition. •
Please do not send valuable items!
•

Sun Screen / Lip Balm

•

Label / Name everything you pack (including the
bag!)

Small backpack to carry items

•

Do not bring: cell phones, tablets, digital cameras,
money, knives, hatchets, food, snacks, mp3 players, blow dryers, hair-straighteners.

•

Questions? Contact us at 513-932-3756 x1527
or email dmoran@daytonymca.org.

•
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•

Bug Repellant (non-aerosol)
Tissues

YMCA Camp Kern - Environmental Education

Typical 3-day Schedule.
Day One
10:30

Arrival and Group Orientation. Move luggage

11:15

Group Games

11:45

KPs report

12:00

Lunch

1:00

Activity Period or Fort Ancient Hike (The Hike will take
the full afternoon)

3:00

Activity Period (or a continuation of the Fort Ancient
Hike)

5:15

KPs report

5:30

Dinner

6:45

Dutch Auction or other Group Activity

8:00

Campfire

9:00

Snack, Camp Kern staff depart

Day Two
8:00

Camp Kern staff arrive, KPs report

8:15

Breakfast

9:00

Activity Period or Living History

11:45

KPs report

12:00

Lunch

1:00

Activity Period

3:00

Activity Period

5:15

KPs report

5:30

Dinner

6:45

Evening Group Activity

8:00

Evening Group Activity

9:00

Snack, Camp Kern staff depart

Day Three
8:00

Camp Kern staff arrive, KPs report

8:15

Breakfast

9:00

Activity Period

10:45

KPs report

11:00

Lunch

Noon

Group Departs
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Dear YMCA Camp Kern Guests,
At Camp Kern we have thousands of visitors a year, all of whom are most welcome. Unfortunately,
and inadvertently, on rare occasion some guests bring with them a most unwelcome creature. Yes,
bed bugs. We pride ourselves on the open and proactive steps we take to eliminate this nuisance.
Here at Camp Kern all cabins and dorms are checked routinely for bugs of all sorts. Cabins are
sprayed and treated regularly with a chemical spray that kills bed bugs in any state, and prevents
them from laying eggs. Additionally, if any bugs are located or suspected, we immediately super heat
the cabin and spray again. Warren county Health Department also inspects camp and uses Kern as
an example of how to deal with bed bugs.
How you can help prevent the spread of bed bugs is by taking the following steps. When your child
returns home immediately:
•

Take the clothes and bedding directly to the washer and dryer (use hot water and a high dryer
heat).

•

Place the luggage in black trash bags and place in the sun for a day or two, or steam clean your
luggage. (Better yet, use washable duffel bags for luggage rather than suitcases.)

•

Make sure any toiletry bags are also treated.

•

If you are experiencing a bed bug problem at your home, please pack your child’s clothes straight
from your dryer into a cleaned duffel bag and put it directly into your car.

Thank you for helping us to continue to be a leader in dealing with this problem. Please contact me if
you have any questions.

Sincerely,

Dave Moran, Environmental Education
YMCA Camp Kern
5291 St. Rt. 350
Oregonia, OH 45054
dmoran@daytonymca.org
513-932-3756 x 1527
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Directions and Map to YMCA Camp Kern
5291State Route 350
Oregonia, OH 45054
513-932-3756
www.campkern.org
From North Dayton: I-75 to State Route 63 Monroe/Hamilton (Exit 29). Turn left on OH-63 and
proceed East for approximately 7 miles. At the Golden Lamb, continue through light on OH-123 and
proceed approximately 4 miles, crossing over I-71. Turn left on State Route 350 Proceed 2.5 miles
to YMCA Camp Kern entrance and turn right.
From Kettering/Centerville: 48 South into Lebanon. Turn left at the Golden Lamb (123 East.) Proceed approximately 4 miles, crossing over I-71. Turn left at State Route 350. Proceed 2.3 miles to
YMCA Camp Kern entrance and turn right.
From Cincinnati: Take I-71 north to State Route 123/Morrow exit, exit 32. Turn right at top of the
ramp. Go approximately 100 yards and turn left on State Route 350. Proceed 2.3 miles to YMCA
Camp Kern entrance and turn right.
From Columbus: Take I-71 south to State Route 123/Morrow exit, exit 32. Turn left at the top of
the ramp. Take S.R. 123 south to State Route 350. Turn left at S.R. 350. Proceed 2.3 miles to
YMCA Camp Kern entrance and turn right.
Once at Camp Kern:
To Elk Lodge: after you enter camp, take the first right turn (down the gravel road)
To Sugar Woods: take the third right turn.
To Main Camp: follow paved road past Singerman Lodge, the large tan building, guest and bus parking is in the lot past the pool.
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Elk Lodge Sleeping Capacity and Layout
The lodge sleeps a total of 82 people. 30 on the right side and 52 on the left side.
Typically the smaller rooms are used by teachers.
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